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QUESTION NO: 1 
 
Which of the following options best describe the core aim of utilizing a function trigger?
 
 
A. It forms an indicator which is set upon a record pending modifications in the table 
B. It forms an indicator to alert you upon the page being opened and the record being recaptured
from the required table 
C. It forms an indicator to bring to your attention that the page has been loaded yet the controls
are still unavailable  
D. It forms an indicator which is set upon a new record being added to a table 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 
Which of the following posting groups will need to be included in a table if you are assigned the
task of creating a master table which represents entities with business associates? 
 
 
A. Customer Posting Group 
B. The Gen. Prod. Posting Group 
C. VAT Business Posting Group 
D. VAT Posting Setup 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 
Which of the following statements regarding Text fields is true?
 
 
A. The Item table can have a Text field of up to 256 characters. 
B. The Item table can have a Text field with a minimum of 156 characters. 
C. The Item table can have a Text field of up to 250 characters. 
D. The Item table can have a Text field of exactly to 186 characters. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  
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QUESTION NO: 4 
 
Which of the following options states the correct amount of SumIndexFields one key is capable of
possessing in a FlowField?
 
 
A. A minimum of 10 
B. Exactly 18 
C. A maximum of 20. 
D. A maximum of 22 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 
Which of the following statements regarding bulk inserts is accurate?
 
 
A. Bulk inserts on the tables increase the capacity for server calls thus greatly advancing
performance capabilities. 
B. Bulk inserts would be implemented upon needing to find statements therefore greatly lessens
the period in which the table is unlocked. 
C. Bulk inserts would be implemented upon needing to alter or remove statements on the table as
this greatly lessens the period in which the table is locked. 
D. The bulk inserts enhance the scalability by accelerating the insert in the transaction therefore
this greatly lessens the period in which the table is locked 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 
ABC.com places you in control of a Microsoft Dynamics NAV environment and assigns you the
task of determining which of the following actions cannot be used for the Microsoft SQL Server
collation?
 
 
A. The Microsoft SQL Server collation sort order cannot be used for the specification of Unicode
data types of individual organizations 
B. The Microsoft SQL Server collation code page cannot be used for the storage of non-Unicode
character data of individual organizations 
C. The Microsoft SQL Server collation sort order cannot be used for the storage of non -Unicode
character data types 
D. The Microsoft SQL Server collation sort order cannot be used to outline arrangements of
characters or the manner in which characters are assessed during comparisons. 
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Answer: A

Explanation:  

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 
Which of the following statements regarding the Vendor.SETAUTOCALCFIELDS function is true?
 
 
A. This function is used to retrieve and calculate binary large objects from the vendor database by
utilizing SumIndexField Technology. 
B. This function has automatic calculation set on the first FlowField on the vendor record variable
upon having the vendor records retrieved from the database. 
C. This function has automatic calculation set on the every FlowField in the vendor record variable
by making use of SumIndexField Technology. 
D. This function assigns automatic calculation to occur on the first FlowField on the vendor record
variable and totals the columns in the vendor table. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

 

 

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 
The SumIndexField Indexes are utilized for which of the following FlowField methods?
 
 
A. LOOKUP 
B. COUNT 
C. SUM 
D. EXIST 
E. AVERAGE 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 
You need to debug a Microsoft Dynamics NAV session. How would you accomplish this?
 
 
A. You should run the Microsoft Dynamic NAV Development Environment client. 
B. You should run the Microsoft.Dynamics.NAV.Client.exe command line utility 
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